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A B S T R A C T

Externally variable magnetic field was incorporated with the combination of laser induced breakdown spec-
troscopy (LIBS) to enhance the emission characteristics of aluminum (Al) plasma. Significant emission
enhancement of laser induced plasma (LIP) was obtained at different magnetic field strengths, for instance,
enhancement factors of about 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 times were observed at field-strength of 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 T,
respectively. The electron-impact excitation rates and recombination process were increased at higher field-
strengths, which led to the higher emission signal due the stronger plasma confinement by the field. The elec-
tron number density and electron temperature were measured using the spectroscopic techniques at several delay
times. At higher field strengths, both electron density and electron excitation temperature showed an increased
trend as compared to the case when No-field was applied. Hence, the research has significance for enhancing the
plasma signal which led to improve the LIBS sensitivity.
1. Introduction

LIBS is a methodical tool for optical emission spectroscopy (OES)
having the capability to quantify the fundamental composition of any
type of material like gas, aerosols, solids and liquids without the need of
sample preparation [1]. This tool has proven its usefulness in different
areas including, environmental science, artwork diagnostics, archeo-
logical object diagnosis, remote sensing capabilities, geological analysis
etc. [2]. Undoubtedly, LIBS has significant uses in various scientific and
industrial fields but this technique, as compared to other spectroscopic
approaches, suffers problems like lower sensitivity. In order to overcome
this problem, researchers proposed various different techniques to boost
up the LIBS sensitivity including dual-pulse LIBS [3, 4, 5], oblique laser
irradiance [6], purge gas usage [7], application of spatial and magnetic
confinement [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

The provision of magnetic field during the expansion of LIP is one of
the cost-effective and simple approach to enhance the optical signal from
LIBS [13, 14]. The LIP interaction with magnetic field can initiate various
physical phenomena including, emission enhancement, restricted plasma
free expansion, plasma instabilities, Joule heating effect, plasma
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confinement, conversion of thermal energy of plasma into kinetic energy,
which are accountable for increasing the electron number density and
temperature in laser-generated plasma [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26]. The subject has significant utilizations in numerous extents
like in extreme ultra-violet (EUV) lithographic sources, debris mitigation,
thin film deposition, nanoparticle synthetization, surface modifications
and LIBS detection-limits enhancement [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. The
existence of magnetic field is proposed to effectively enhance the plasma
parameters including plume signal strength, plasma lifetime, electron
number density and electron temperature [33]. Various researchers used
different experimental conditions to improve the optical signal strength
of plasma generated via different materials using LIBS technology [34].
For instance, Chishti et al. investigated that emission intensity along with
Al plasma parameters and reported significant enhancement across the
magnetic field at all irradiances, time delays and pressures at both at-
mospheres of Ne and Ar. This enhancement was linked to Joule heating
effect and the magnetic confinement [35]. Akhtar et. al. found that the
electron number density, temperature and emission intensity were all
improved when subjected to the applied-field (0.3 T). This improvement
in electron temperature was associated with the magnetic compression
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and Joule heating effect while emission intensity and electron density
enhancement were ascribed to the magnetic confinement of LIP [36].
Atiqa et al. measured the signal strength, number density and electron
temperature of graphite across an applied transverse magnetic field with
different gas pressures. The results exhibited an enhancement in emission
signal and graphite plasma parameters at different ambient pressures
with applied magnetic field [37]. Shen et al. successfully measured the
emission enhancement factors up to 2 times for Al and 6–8 folds for
copper samples under 0.8 T strength of external-field [38].

The aim of present research work was to enhance the emission pa-
rameters of laser-induced Al-plasma, concerning the excitation temper-
ature, signal intensity, electron number density by applying the variable
magnetic field. Electron number density was computed by measuring the
stark broadening of neutral emission line of Al (I) 396.1 nm, while
Boltzmann plot analysis was utilized to measure the excitation temper-
ature. The time-evolution measurements of plasma parameters provide
better understanding of enhanced effects because of the magnetic
confinement. The experiment was performed by making use of a Nd:YAG
laser. The magnetic field strength in the range of 0.2–0.6 T was generated
by deploying two parallel magnets. The possible reasons for signal
improvement due to the magnetic confinement of plasma were also
addressed.

2. Experimental setup

Figure 1 represents the setup of the experiment. A Nd:YAG laser (Q-
switched), with wavelength of 1.06 μm and having 10 Hz repetition rate
with 8 ns pulse duration, was irradiated onto the rectangular shaped
stripe of Al-sample (dimension 3 mm � 1.5 mm) via a quartz lens with
100 nm focal length, for plasma generation. The laser fluence was set to
100 J/cm2 corresponding to the focus point of laser beam on the surface
of target, which was around 0.7 mm in diameter. For the current
experiment, 100 mJ excitation energy of laser was utilized with time
delay variation kept between 0.5 to 5 μs.

The rectangular samples were adjusted on a rotating translation stage
in open air to deliver a new surface for the subsequent laser-ablation. The
sample surface was cleaned with acetone to remove contamination
before laser exposure. The two rectangular-shaped permanent magnets
(60 mm � 45 mm) were positioned 1.5 cm apart in such a way that they
lie parallel to each other. The sample was located in between the poles at
different locations to determine the variable magnetic field strengths
(measured using a Guass tesla device). The different combinations of
magnetic field strengths were measured within the range of 0.2 T–0.6 T
to improve the enhancement factors of LIP.
Figure 1. Experim
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The OES of LIP was performed with the help of a spectrograph
equipped with 2400 lines/mm diffraction gratings which collected the
emitted spectra via a convex lens of focal length 75 mm. An ICCD
(intensified charge coupled device) was connected with the spectrometer
and spectral emission was recorded integrally within the wavelength
ranges, 300 nm–316 nm and 375 nm to 415 nm, with a resolution of 0.05
nm. The ICCD gate width was kept fixed at 50 ns. A digital pulse
generator was employed to synchronously trigger the laser pulse and
detection system. The laser time delays and gaining parameters were
adjusted through computer software which interfaced to the spectrom-
eter. The obtained data is stored for analysis in a computer.

3. Results & discussions

Initially, the time-integrated laser-induced Al spectra were observed
to examine the impact of variable applied field on the emission aspects of
plasma. The optical spectra of the Al plasma were acquired within two
different spectral wavelengths ranges, i.e. 300-316 nm and 375–415 nm,
as shown in Figure 2. The beam of laser was concentrated onto the target
surface with a time delay of 200 ns.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) shows the emission spectra of Al-plasma at
wavelength range of 300–316 nm and 375–415 nm, respectively. Each
optical spectrum is recorded in the absence and with the application of
varying strengths of an applied-field. A noteworthy number of Al spectral
lines were identified in each spectrum as shown in Figure 2. In zero-field
experiment, the spectral lines were weak but the intensity of these lines
were increased significantly under the variable-field. These figures
clearly demonstrated that optical signal of Al atomic lines significantly
enhanced across the field-strengths. As compared to the zero-field case,
the spectral lines were enhanced up to the factors of 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4
times in magnitude under field-strengths of 0.4 T, 0.5 T and 0.6 T,
respectively. The major reason behind this enhancement is an upsurge in
radiation recombination due to applied field strengths. Also a stronger
emission signal is achieved as the volume of emitted plume species raises
because of the confinement effect of applied field [39].

To understand the emission dynamics of LIP, the temporal evolution
of Al atomic lines (308. 25 nm and 394.33 nm) were recorded by
optimizing the laser delays in the range from 100 to 5000 ns.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) reveals the line intensity of two neutral-lines as a
function of delays with zero applied field and under the application of
varying field-strengths (0.2–0.6 T). At a delay time of 100 ns, both
atomic lines appear and their intensity starts decreasing initially, then
follows an increasing trend with an increase in delay. Their emission
intensity achieves maximum value at 500 ns and then reduces with any
ental setup.



Figure 2. Emission spectrum of Al-plasma in the existence and absence of variable field (0.3, 0.5, 0.6 T) in the wavelength region from (a) 297–317 nm and
(b) 377–414 nm.

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of Al-plasma without and with the application of variable magnetic field (0.1–0.6 T) (a) 308.25 nm (b) 394.33 nm.
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additional increment in delay time. With the passage of time, the
plasma cooling effect occurs due to enlarged plume volume resulting in
the reduction of electron temperature and plasma density, conse-
quently, the spectral intensity decreases [40]. The lifetime of both
atomic lines remains unchanged with the existence and the absence of
external magnetic field due to the unchanged behavior of atomic
number density. For both spectral lines, emission intensity was recor-
ded to be higher with field-strengths at all instances. For the neutral line
Al(I) 308.25 nm, the emission enhancement factors of about 1.5, 1.8,
1.9, 2.2, 2.5 in magnitude were obtained under the fields-strengths of
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 T, respectively. For the atomic line Al(I) 394.33
nm, the emission enhancement factors of about 1.0, 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6
were observed across the field-strengths of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 T,
respectively. The results declared that emission intensity of Al neutral
lines was amplified because of plasma confinement by the applied field.
As the plasma becomes confined across the field different processes like
collision excitations, recombination rates, electron ionization and
electron generation increase, which consequently enhances the plasma
3

intensity [41]. Moreover, when the plasma expands across the magnetic
field, the ions and electrons present within plasma are detached by
Lorentz force perpendicular to the applied field lines and expanding
plasma [42]. As a result of separation of plasma species, a current is
generated inside plume leading to a spreading out of plasma in both
radian and axial directions [43]. The plume front slows down as a
consequence of plasma expansion on both sides. Eq. (1) gives the
expansion deceleration of plasma under the application of magnetic
field [44].

v2
v1

¼
�
1� 1

β

�0:5

(1)

v1 indicates the asymptotic velocity of expanding plasma with the pro-
vision of magnetic field and v2 represents the velocity in absence of field.
The parameter β is the analytical parameter revealing the magnetic
confinement effects. The β from magneto hydrodynamic equation is
written as [45],
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β ¼ 8πneKb Te

B2 ¼ Plasma pressure
Magnetic pressure

(2)
Figure 4. The Stark broadening analysis in the absence and presence of mag-
netic field.

Figure 5. Te versus varying delay times (50–1000 ns) with and without the
provision of variable-field.

Figure 6. Ne versus the changing delay times (50–1000 ns) in the magnetic field
presence and its absence.
where the terms ne, Kb; Te and B shows the electron density, Boltzmann
constant, electron temperature and magnetic field, respectively. Ac-
cording to Eq. (2) the plasma confinement occurs if the plasma and
magnetic pressures becomes equal i.e., β ¼ 1. When β >1, the magnetic
pressure is less than pressure of plasma and plasma confinement by the
field would not be effective. When β <1, the plasma can be seen in a state
of magnetic confinement [38].

To further study the effectiveness of field on Al plasma, the plasma
parameters were explored without and with the application of variable-
field. The excitation temperature and number density of electrons are the
two main factors accountable for the different ionization and excitation
processes inside the plasma. These parameters are important for the
plasma characterizations as they provide details concerning the physical
state of plasma; the excitation of outer electrons in atom depends on the
plasma temperature Te while the electron number density Ne is crucial to
assess the gas ionization degree. In this work, Boltzmann plot approach is
utilized to find the excitation temperature Te of laser-generated plasma
and Stark broadening analysis is considered for the analyzation of elec-
tron density. For the calculation of Te the plasma ought to be optically
thin and should fulfill the criterion of local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) [44, 46]. Under LTE assumption, the excited particles obey the
Boltzmann distribution. Te is calculated by using the equation [46],

ln
�

I λ
gAhc

�
¼ ln

�
NðTÞ
UðTÞ

�
� Em

K Te
(3)

where A is used to denote the transition probability, U(T) is used for
partition function, K shows the Boltzmann constant, g represents the
statistical weight, λ is the wavelength and I indicate the intensity. The
total number density is denoted by N(T) while upper level energy is
represented by Em,. When the term ln( I λ

gAhc), in Eq. (3), is plotted against

the values of upper lever energy, a straight-line is obtained, that is called
Boltzmann constant. The slope which is equivalent to � 1= kTe, used to
determine Te of laser generated Al-plasma that was calculated by the
specific intensities of four transition lines such as 308.16 nm, 309.25 nm,
394.21 nm and 396.01 nm [47].

Ne of the Al generated plasma was measured by choosing the stark
broadening profile. In stark broadening profile, relative shapes and
widths are used to compute the number density. It is measured by full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of distinguished Stark emission line
by computing the wavelength difference between two points. The Ne

associated to the FWHM Δ1=2 of the stark broadened profile is measured
by the relation [16]:

Δʎ1=2 ¼
"
3:5A

�
Ne

1016

�1=4�
1�ND

�1=3� wþ2

#�
Ne

1016

�
w (4)

where Δʎ1=2 is the FWHM of the Lorentzian fitted emission line, A repre-
sents the ion broadening factor, w is used to denote the electron impact
width parameter while the particle number in the Debye sphere is denoted
by ND. The first term in Eq. (4) represents the ion broadening while the
second term shows the electron broadening. The first term can be ignored
due to its limited contribution. Consequently, Eq. (4) becomes;

Δλ1 =

2 ¼2w
�

Ne

1016

�
(5)

Value ofNe can be obtained bymeasuring the FWHMof the transition
line Al (I) 396.1 nm using Eq. (5) [48]. Figure 4 demonstrates the Lor-
entzian profile fit of the emission line.

The variation of Te of Al plasma without and with the application of
variable-field at various time delays (100–5000 ns) is shown in Figure 5.
4
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The overall plasma temperature under both conditions was reduced with
respect to the laser delays. The value of Te in no-field case was reduced
from 5380 to 5054 K, whereas Te decreased from 5483 to 5234 K at 0.6 T
field-strength. However, Te values were greater at all applied field-
strengths (0.2–0.6 T) compared to the case when no field was applied.
The higher Te across different strengths is ascribed to the adiabatic
compression of plasma and joule heating effect [49]. The measured
values of Te with and without magnetic field (0.2–0.6 T) at different
delays was presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Plasma parameter without and with variable magnetic field at different
time delays.

Time
Delay (ns)

Δλ1 =2

(FWHM)

W (Te) Electron
Temperature (K)

Electron Number Density
(NeÞ 1018 (cm�3)

B ¼ 0 T

100 0.4412 5.2236 5380 5.2233

300 0.4468 5.2250 5334 4.2753

500 0.4488 5.2264 5294 4.1032

1000 0.3328 5.2269 5277 3.1836

2000 0.3287 5.2283 5231 3.1432

3000 0.0359 5.2315 5114 0.3438

5000 0.0388 5.2330 5051 0.37094

B¼ .2 T

100 0.6056 5.2225 5408 5.7981

300 0.4546 5.2237 5374 4.3509

500 0.4492 5.2259 5308 4.2977

1000 0.3460 5.2266 5287 3.3099

2000 0.4021 5.2276 5256 3.8993

3000 0.0604 5.2290 5210 0.57411

5000 0.0519 5.2308 5139 0.4968

B¼ .3 T

100 0.5060 5.2220 5423 6.8447

300 0.4971 5.2232 5388 4.7584

500 0.4998 5.2249 5339 4.7832

1000 0.3940 5.2255 5322 3.7787

2000 0.4513 5.2255 5262 4.3185

3000 0.0836 5.2281 5238 0.79964

5000 0.0558 5.2306 5147 0.53332

B¼ .4 T

100 0.7975 5.2215 5435 7.6368

300 0.5107 5.2230 5394 4.8889

500 0.4526 5.2246 5346 4.3313

1000 0.4519 5.2250 5335 4.3240

2000 0.4827 5.2270 5275 4.6170

3000 0.1013 5.2278 5246 0.96876

5000 0.0722 5.2304 5156 0.69015

B¼ .5 T

100 0.8736 5.2205 5462 8.3673

300 0.6186 5.2217 5430 5.9236

500 0.4723 5.2242 5359 4.5202

1000 0.3807 5.2237 5373 4.6325

2000 0.3809 5.2267 5283 3.6436

3000 0.1515 5.2263 5297 1.4491

5000 0.0846 5.2300 5169 0.80850

B¼ .6 T

100 0.9142 5.2198 5482 8.7576

300 0.4617 5.2215 5436 6.4214

500 0.5076 5.2228 5370 4.8551

1000 0.5200 5.2233 5387 4.9782

2000 0.4976 5.2262 5291 4.7605

3000 0.2570 5.2256 5319 2.459

5000 0.1029 5.2296 5184 0.98345
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The deviation inNe for Al plasma as a function of different delay times
(100–5000 ns) is exhibited in Figure 6. The decrease in Ne is due to the
plasma cooling effects in both cases. The Ne in field-free scenario was
changed from 5.26� 1018 to 3.71� 1017 (cm�3), whereas it was changed
from 8.75� 1018 to 9.83� 1017 (cm�3) across field-strength of 0.6 T. The
graph shows a substantial enhancement in electron number density
across the different fields-strengths in contrast to the zero-field experi-
ment. The possible reason for the Ne enhancement across the field is due
to magnetic confinement of plasma. Consequently, the collisional rate
between charged species is enhanced and a boost in plasma density can
be observed [27]. The calculated values of Ne with and without magnetic
field (0.2–0.6 T) at different time delays (ns) is shown in Table 1.

4. Conclusions

Summarizing, we observed the impact of variable magnetic field
(0.2–0.6 T) on the emission aspects of Al plasma in order to improve the
LIBS spectroscopic performance. A noteworthy impact of variable
magnetic field, concerning the signal intensity and plasma parameters
was detected by optimizing the delay time. It was observed that all the
Al neutral lines were enhanced significantly as we increased the mag-
netic field strengths as compared to the zero-field experiment. The
temporal profile of selected neutral lines showed distinct behavior with
respect to the different field strengths. An apex of 2.5 times was ob-
tained at 0.6 T field strength for the atomic line Al(I) 308.25 nm by
optimizing the laser delay time. The possible reason for the stronger
plume intensity across the applied-field could be the collisional excita-
tions of charged species and recombination processes. Two parameters,
Te and Ne; of plasma in their temporal evolution were evaluated on the
basis of spectroscopes approaches like, Boltzmann plot method and
stark boarding analysis. The values of both parameters (Te & NeÞ were
substantially enhanced under the impact of variable magnetic field. The
effectiveness of externally applied-field was accredited to the plasma's
magnetic confinement. The proposed method of plasma confinement
due to the applied magnetic field, helps to enhance the detection
sensitivity of LIBS.
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